Glam Nails Loyalty Program

Pearl

Welcome to Pearl:
Inspired by one of the most opulent amongst the gems, Pearl is our multi-tier
Loyalty Program from Glam Nails.
Like Glam Nails, The Pearl stone represent purity and feminine, and was known
to be a sign of beauty and glamour that attracts all attention with its shine and
glow.
This Program is an example of our steadfast commitment to treat and reward
each and every client as a special individual.
Be it any of our wide services, as a member, you earn Pearl Points for any
purchase you make. These points can be redeemed against a world of rewards.
Having one goal in mind... our customer’s satisfaction and comfort, we at Glam
Nails put our constant efforts to search and recruit only the best for our clients,
weather using the top quality products, highly trained technicians, or most
recent tested and guaranteed technology, therefore we use top of notch
technology tablets to enroll, collect, or redeem points to guarantee accuracy and
user friendly of use.
Enrollment:
During your first appointment, our technicians will ask you to fill in an easy form
on our tablets and enter a password unique for you, they will register your card
that will be given to you.
Start collecting points immediately on your first appointment, and enjoy the best
of our Pearl Program.
In association with “Bebuzzd”, you can download the mobile application and
access your account to view your current points at any time.

Pearl Tiers

Pearl Classic
When you enroll into the program, you automatically begin with a Pearl Classic
Membership, which is the first of the three tiers. This Tier offers you fabulous
benefits, if you collect 10,000 Pearl points, you will be upgraded to the next tier.
Pearl Plus
You get access to more benefits than before when you move up to Pearl Plus
Membership. Enjoy the extensive array of rewards and if you collect 30,000
Pearl Points, you will be upgraded to the next tier.
Pearl Prime
This is one of the most illustrious and coveted tier. While all tiers earn Pearl
Points which can be redeemed against a payment method, Pearl Prime also
receives additional offers.

Collections and Redemption of Pearl Points
-Pearl Classic
1 Pearl Point for every 1 AED spent on any our services
-Pearl Plus
2 Pearl Points for every 1 AED spent on any our services
-Pearl Prime
3 Pearl Points for every 1 AED spent on any of our services
-Each 1000 point is equal to 50AED voucher that can be used immediately and
at any time as method of payment.
-Redemption of points can start once you reach 3000 Pearl Points in your
account.
-Redemption of points will not affect your upgrade level, therefore once points
collected, they will still be counted towards the upgrade even if the points were
redeemed at earlier stage.

Conditions:
-Pearl Points is applicable in Glam Nails Salon only.
-Pearl Points can only be used as a method of payment for Glam Nails services and can not be
exchanged for cash.
-Points must be redeemed within one year, and will be expired after 12 months from the date of
collection.
-other terms and conditions apply

